Bowdoin College Museum of Art Appoints Dr. Sean Burrus as the
2018-2021 Andrew W. Mellon Post-Doctoral Fellow
Burrus will join the curatorial team and oversee interdisciplinary engagement with the Museum
Across campus
Brunswick, Maine – May 22, 2018 – Today, the Bowdoin College Museum of Art (BCMA) announced the
selection of Dr. Sean Burrus as the next Andrew W. Mellon Post-Doctoral Fellow, a three-year
appointment. Burrus joins the BCMA from the Frankel Institute for Advanced Judaic Studies at the
University of Michigan, where he is currently an Institute Fellow. Burrus is a scholar of the art and
archaeology of the ancient Mediterranean, with specialization in the history of Judaism and its visual culture
across the Roman world. Burrus previously served as the Bothmer Fellow in Greek and Roman Art at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and has participated in archaeological excavations at Sepphoris, Ashkelon,
and Yotvata, all in Israel. He will assume his position at the BCMA in June 2018.
As the Mellon Fellow, Burrus will be responsible for strengthening the academic role of the BCMA’s
collections across campus and facilitating curricular engagement with museum objects through close work
with Bowdoin’s faculty. As a key member of the BCMA’s curatorial team, he will develop programming,
research, and publications related to exhibitions and the BCMA’s permanent collection. In addition, Burrus
will work closely with the BCMA’s antiquities collection, containing over 1,800 Assyrian, Egyptian, Greek,
Roman, and Byzantine objects and constituting one of the most comprehensive compilations of ancient art
at an academic institution.
“We are thrilled to welcome Sean Burrus to the Bowdoin community,” said co-director Frank H. Goodyear
III. “An accomplished scholar and teacher, Sean will utilize the BCMA’s encyclopedic collection to create
connections across the college curriculum and advance object-based learning for both faculty and students.”
co-director Anne Collins Goodyear added, “Sean brings a background of rigorous intellectual engagement
with questions of inclusion, diversity, and cultural exchange from the ancient past to the present. These
issues matter more than ever on college campuses and we look forward to the role Sean will play in
facilitating conversations on these topics.”
Burrus earned his B.A. in religious studies from University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill and his M.A.
and Ph.D. in religion from Duke University. He also completed post-graduate studies at the Rothberg
Institute at Hebrew University of Jerusalem and has taught courses in classical and religious studies at Elon
University, Duke University, and the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Burrus has contributed
to a variety of digital humanities initiatives, including co-directing the online database WIRE: Women in
the Roman East. The BCMA looks forward to working with Burrus to strengthen still further the role of the
Museum in supporting digital humanities initiatives on campus.
The Bowdoin College Museum of Art received a grant in 2010 from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
to strengthen the curricular role of the museum’s collections and programs, which led to the creation of a
three-year fellowship program for scholars to embed at the museum as part of the curatorial team.
About the Bowdoin College Museum of Art
The collections of the Bowdoin College Museum of Art are among the most comprehensive of any college
museum in the United States. Collecting commenced over 200 years ago with a major gift from the

College’s founder James Bowdoin III and his family that included Gilbert Stuart’s magnificent portraits of
Thomas Jefferson and James Madison.
The Museum is housed in the landmark Walker Art Building, designed in 1894 by Charles Follen McKim.
Located on the historic quadrangle of Bowdoin College, the building is graced by murals by John La Farge,
Kenyon Cox, Elihu Vedder, and Abbott Thayer. A $20.8-million renovation and expansion in 2007
provided a stunning setting for objects as diverse as monumental Assyrian reliefs from Nimrud, Iraq;
European Old Master paintings; and works by American modernists. The Museum is the centerpiece of
Bowdoin’s vibrant arts and culture community and offers a wealth of academic and educational programs.
The Museum is also a prominent summer venue for major exhibitions such as Edward Hopper’s Maine
(2011); William Wegman: Hello Nature (2012); Maurice Prendergast: By the Sea (2013); Richard Tuttle:
A Print Retrospective (2014); Night Vision: Nocturnes in American Art, 1860 – 1960 (2015); This Is a
Portrait If I Say So: Identity in American Art, 1912 to Today (2016); and The Ivory Mirror: The Art of
Mortality in Renaissance Europe (2017).
Fully accessible, the Bowdoin College Museum of Art is open to the public free of charge from 10:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday through Saturday; 10:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. on Thursday; and from 1:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. on Sunday.
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